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Comment Card

We would like to hear your thoughts on the following questions. Feel free to attach additional sheets as needed. If you 
prefer, you can comment online at http://parkplanning.nps.gov/GUGENewsletter2; select “Comment on Document.”

Your responses will be most helpful if you tell us why you liked or disliked an alternative. Please submit your comments by 
October 26th, 2010.

Keep in mind that the alternatives do not specify actions and strategies in detail and are intended to be broad in nature. It is 
possible that you may like some but not all the elements of one alternative concept, or you may feel that there are strengths 
in both action alternatives and the best management strategy would be to combine them. Maybe you have an entirely 
different vision that would address the Gullah/Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor’s planning issues. It would be most 
helpful to the planning team to understand the reasons for your likes and dislikes. Please be as specific as possible. With 
your comments we will then reevaluate the alternatives and modify them as necessary to help us formulate the best possible 
future direction for the Gullah/Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor.

1) Which parts of any of the preliminary alternatives do you feel strongly should be included in the Gullah/Geechee 
Cultural Heritage Corridor? Please be specific!

Alternative A:

Alternative B:

Alternative C:

2) Which parts of the preliminary alternatives would you eliminate in the future management of the Gullah/Geechee 
Cultural Heritage Corridor? Please be specific!

Alternative A: 

Alternative B:

Alternative C:

3) List any important strategies, approaches, or elements (including themes) that have been missed or overlooked for the 
management of the Gullah/Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor.

4) Do you have any other comments or concerns you would like the planning team to take into consideration?



Please attach your mailing label or print your name and address in the space provided below. If the mailing label 
we used is incorrect, please indicate any corrections.

Note: Before including your address, e-mail address, or other personal identifying information in your 
comment, you should be aware that your entire comment—including your personal identifying information—
may be made publicly available at any time. Although you can ask us in your comment to withhold your personal 
identifying information from public review, we cannot guarantee that we will be able to do so.

To help us keep our mailing list accurate and up to date, please check the appropriate boxes and provide us with 
your name and address. Thank you!

 Please add my name to the mailing list.

 Please remove my name from the mailing list.

 The name or address you have is incorrect; please change it to the following:

Name:_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:___________________________________________________________________________________________

City/State/Zip:_____________________________________________________________________________________

Email Address:_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Please fold this form in half, showing the NPS preprinted address on the outside, tape it closed (no staples 
please), and drop it in the mail. Postage is prepaid. Should you have any questions on the planning process, 
please contact Michael Allen, NPS Community Partnership Specialist by phone at (843) 881-5516 x12 or via 
e-mail at Michael_Allen@nps.gov.
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Thank you for your continued support in developing the Gullah/Geechee Cultural Heritage Corridor Management Plan!


